USASF DIVISIONS

WILDCARD BIDS
WILDCARD bids will go to the highest scoring bid eligible teams across different levels.

PAID BIDS
PAID bids will go to the highest scoring bid eligible teams across different levels.

AT-LARGE BIDS
AT-LARGE bids will go to the highest scoring bid eligible teams across different levels.
At events where PAID bids are awarded, AT-LARGE bids will then go to the highest scoring bid eligible teams across the different remaining levels. International Divisions are only eligible for AT-LARGE Bids.

• The levels will be divided as follows: L1, L2, L3, L4, and L4.2/L5/L6.*
  *Exception: at Worlds Bid events, the levels will be divided as follows: L1, L2, L3, L4, L4.2, L5/L6.
• When awarding AT-LARGE bids, any PAID bids awarded will be considered when determining different levels (ex: at an event where there are 6 At-Large Bids, if PAID bids are awarded to a L2 team and a L3 team, then that means L1, L4, and L4.2/5/6 are the only levels eligible for the first three AT-LARGE bids, once those levels have been satisfied, then ALL levels are eligible for the remaining bids as the process to satisfy the levels starts over.
• For non-Worlds bid giving events awarding 6 or more bids: Once the first 5 bids go out, the 6th bid will go to the highest scoring team in ANY level.
• Any additional bids remaining will go to the next highest scoring teams in different levels.

INTERNATIONAL DIVISIONS

PAID BIDS
PAID bids will go to the highest scoring bid eligible teams across different levels.

AT-LARGE BIDS
AT-LARGE bids will go to the highest scoring bid eligible teams across different levels.
At events where PAID bids are awarded, AT-LARGE bids will then go to the highest scoring bid eligible teams across the different remaining levels. International Divisions are only eligible for AT-LARGE Bids.

• The levels will be divided as follows: L1, L2, L3, L4.
• When awarding AT-LARGE bids, any PAID bids awarded will be considered when determining different levels (ex: at an event where there are 6 At-Large Bids, if PAID bids are awarded to a L2 team and a L3 team, then that means L1 & L4 are the only levels eligible for the first three AT-LARGE bids, once those levels have been satisfied, then ALL levels are eligible for the remaining bids as the process to satisfy the levels starts over.
• Any additional bids remaining will go to the next highest scoring teams in different levels.

*ONLY teams from Canada will be eligible for PAID Bids at Canadian Events.